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Brand Africa™ grows from strength to strength
Introducing the Brand Africa™ Masterclasses, fostering education and dialogue and the Brand
Africa™ Expo which demonstrates economic viability and offers networking opportunities

BRAND AFRICA™ GAINING MOMENTUM WITH 2ND SHOWCASE
15 August, 2011: The 21st century is witness to the dawn of a new era in African consciousness. The
collective thrust by African leaders, decision-makers, citizens and influencers to shape the agenda
and change perceptions of the continent through various initiatives and programmes is gaining
momentum. Brand Africa™ is an independent pan-African brand-centric initiative which is at the
forefront of a movement inspiring and inciting others to positively influence the image, reputation
and competitiveness of Africa.
This year’s Brand Africa™ showcase, held from 29 September to 1 October 2011 at the Sandton
Convention Centre, builds on the platform established during its inaugural session in 2010 and offers
an exciting lineup of speakers and topics at the Brand Africa Forum™ 2011 and the Brand Africa
Forum™ Masterclasses, a new addition extending dialogue and fostering a unified understanding of
nation branding.
The Brand Africa FORUM 2011 will focus on key questions which are catalysts to Africa’s growth,
reputation and competitiveness such as:


How can South Africa leverage its membership to BRICS to raise Africa’s voice and influence
African economic investment and growth beyond 7%?



What market-driven interventions and policies can African nations learn from other BRICS
nations to transform Africa’s economy?



How can savvy global African businesses and brands inspire and empower other African
brands to grow beyond financial services, FMCG and telecommunications?



Are many African businesses looking to African expansion ahead of global development? If
so, what are the implications of looking inward rather than internationally?



What type of leadership is required to build an enabling environment and systems to inspire
growth, investment and innovation in Africa?

The Brand Africa™ Forum kicks off on Thursday, 29 September with an accomplished line-up
including Dr. Dambisa Moyo, international economist and New York Times best-selling author and
Dr. Reuel Khoza, businessman and author of ‘’The Power of Governance”. Dr. Moyo will make her
second appearance at Brand Africa™ and is a tireless advocate of African sustainability and selfreliance.
The Brand Africa™ Masterclasses are open to the public and will be held on Friday, 30 September.
The two half-day sessions feature international speakers Nigel Hollis and Dr. Keith Dinnie delivering
presentations on building global brands and destination branding, respectively. For further
information or to book, please visit www.brandafrica.net or contact Thabisile Khumalo, 011 463
5091.
Ends
ABOUT THE BRAND AFRICA INITIATIVE
Brand Africa™ is an independent pan-African brand-centric initiative for African leaders, decisionmakers, citizens and influencers to shape the agenda and change perceptions of Africa by
proactively driving Africa’s image, reputation and competitiveness in the continent and the world.
Brand Africa aims to create and facilitate opportunities and platforms to share insights, thoughtleadership and best practices in shaping the growth, reputation and competitiveness of sovereign
nation brands and, ultimately, the collective African brand. Brand Africa™ is an African initiative for
Africa, by Africans and supporters of Africa.
What distinguishes Brand Africa™ is that it focuses on the African brand not as a topic within a
broader agenda, but rather as the agenda. It is a brand-centric approach to support and contribute
to the other various global and pan-African political and independent initiatives, such as the African
Union, Mo Ibrahim Foundation, World Economic Forum on Africa, NEPAD, Africa 2.0 Leadership
Symposium, Africa Media Initiative, African Leadership Academy and African Leadership Network.
These are all dedicated to improving the state of Africa’s political, economic and social stature in
Africa and the World.
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